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COMMUNITY TRIALS



PROJECT TIMELINE

YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 



REQUIREMENT GATHERING



3 FOCUS GROUPS WITH
 12 OPERA TRIAL LEADERS

BOOKLET PROBE (CONTEXT MAPPING) → FOCUS GROUP → THEMATIC ANALYSIS 



OVERVIEW OF REQUIREMENTS

Support Divergent Elements of Co-creation:  Leaders wanted to 

archive workshop materials, share different phases of co-creation, and 

needed a space to support education goals and cross-fertilization 
activities. Supporting uncertain timelines was likewise important. 

Building Relationships :Helping participants connect remotely was 

important for building trust and community relationships. We found 

that dignified communication created lasting impact.

Technology Flexibility:  Community participants had limited 
technology access, and relied on mobile experiences rather than 

expensive computers. In complement to this, participants required 

an interface with minimal learning, and access to content in a 

variety of languages, as well as the ability to subtitle and translate 

text. 

High-Quality Audio: Leaders wanted to maximize audio quality to 

feel the physical sensation of the singers.



USER CENTERED PROCESS
USER PERSONAS → USE CASES → STORYBOARDS→ WIREFRAMES



PERSONA EXAMPLES



STORYBOARD EXAMPLES



STORYBOARD EXAMPLES



STORYBOARD EXAMPLES



WIREFRAME EXAMPLES



WIREFRAME EXAMPLES



WIREFRAME EXAMPLES



WIREFRAME EXAMPLES



5 CODESIGN SESSIONS (YEAR 2)



USABILITY STUDY 

1) CREATE ACCOUNT & SELECT INTERESTS 
2) RESPOND TO A COMMENT 
3) CREATE NEW POST 
4) PREVIEW TEXT/VISUAL TIMELINE 
5) COMMENT ON VIDEO WITH EMOJIS 

AND TEXT

SCENARIO: You are working with a team member from 
[SINIA/MASSANA] on a poster for the branding 
representation of the opera. You are responsible for drawing 
the visual representation, and your partner is responsible for 
designing the layout of the text.

Metrics: Task success, errors, efficiency, SUS and SEQ

Think aloud protocol + survey questions + 
post-study interview



USABILITY FINDINGS 

Usability: Participants described the CCS as “well thought-out tool”; “fast, easy to use”  and “simple...[because] it [focuses] on 

the co-creation process”. As well as helping to“share ideas, or to stay up-to-date with other people’s work,” they saw it as an 

archival “‘black box’...when people do not agree...they can just go back to the post and see what they decided back in the day” 

Social and Temporal Affordances: Participants were motivated by the social affordances of the tool, connection to another 

during co-creation, and asynchronous feedback, both for  mentorship as well as for collaborative co-creation processes. 
Participants were able to see “the different steps of the creative process” and follow “the evolution of the work.” 

Supporting Reflection and Discussion: The CCS focused on simplicity, so a challenge was understand what features were 
central to reflection and discussion. Some participants extra media processing and scheduling features, but  existing tools 

support these processes. A challenge was understanding how the value of the CCS fit within the creative app ecosystem.



THE CO-CREATION SPACE
A PRIVATE SOCIAL MEDIA FOR REMOTE PARTICIPATORY ART. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hVfuIbwPyKQ&t=45


OPEN PILOT TRIALS

MATERIALS CO-CREATION:
INO COMPOSITION WORKSHOP 

PERFORMANCE CO-CREATION:
LICEU OPERA CHORUS 



COMPOSITION WORKSHOP
(12 week pilot, 13 participants)



OPERA CHORUS
(43 week pilot, 206 participants)



SPANISH OPERA CHORUSIRISH COMPOSITION WORKSHOP 



TEXT CONTENT ANALYSIS



SPANISH OPERA CHORUSIRISH COMPOSITION WORKSHOP 





POST-PILOT FOCUS GROUPS
Composition Workshop: Participants completed a sequence of creative 

tasks. Users  felt that they were all “in the same room.” The CCS “opened up a 

new world for creative expression that we didn’t expect.” 

Opera Chorus: Spanish participants used the CCS to disseminate music files, 

broadcast information, and share social media about the opera. They felt the 

tool was redundant because they already had existing tools to do this.

Lesson 1:  Interaction visibility affects interaction feedback loop
Lesson 2:  Clarity of explicitly defined interaction goals affects tool value

Lesson 3:  With existing user groups, you must understand what other tools they are using

Lesson 4: Hard to compare face-to-face vs. fully online experiences



ARTISTIC CO-CREATION NEEDS BASED ON   
ACTIVITIES, SOCIAL STRUCTURE, & SIZE

Considering Artistic 

Co-creation Based on 

Co-creation Activities, Social 

Structure, and Size

Flexible Space Segmentation: Irish participants liked the simplicity of the text timeline, whereas Spanish 

participants had trouble finding files, and wanted clearly marked sections to separate technical from 
informal media. Artistic co-creation tools should support flexible space segmentation that allows 

communities to segment posts into distinct channels.

Direct and Indirect Communication Channels: Spanish participants wanted different types of 

communication channels that differentiated official notifications from informal messages. They also 

wanted a reading comprehension checker that participants read what was sent to them. For emotional 

experiences, they want indirect ways to express emotions, such as a how-are-you-feeling rating system.

Consider Features in Context of Existing App Ecosystem:  Tensions exist between desire for privacy for 

discussion about co-creation process, vs.  connection with existing social tools. Users were also biased 
by visual aesthetics of existing tools that did not fit co-creation goals.



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a0szmos_5k4


Technology, opera, and some amazing experiences :)


